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EXHIBITING ARTISTS
Katie Pratt, Fastard (detail), 2017. O
il on canvas. 85 x 60cm
The works gathered in this exhibition present many ways in which painting can express, 
expose and invoke time. Together, they invite reflection on the complexities of painting’s 
relation to time, and the often-debated tension between the immutability of painting and 
its capture of transience.
Constructed from found and discarded materials, Laurence Noga’s assembled blocks 
produce conjunctions of verticals, horizontals and diagonals. Monochrome sections are 
interrupted by strips of colour and fragments of geometric patterns, or bleed into each 
other roughly. The effect is of a stop-and-start of time, where the material passage of 
paint is disrupted by the discontinuity of formal boundaries. Deep Blue Filtered Silver carries 
our gaze sidelong, interrupting its motion with sharp divisions between coloured and 
striped sections. The discs of Soft Orange conjure the rotating mechanism of machine 
parts, now arrested. A sense of time stood still is offset by the duration embodied in 
the visible traces of brushstrokes. The lulling waves of colour in Gina Medcalf ’s paintings, 
forged through the regular sweepings of a broom, conjure a more expansive feeling of time. 
AND
Robert Holyhead, Untitled (Oxide Red) (detail), 2012. O
il on canvas. 38.1 x 45.7cm
Prismatic refractions of umbers, cyans, siennas and cadmiums undulate on liquid surfaces, evoking sensations of 
rippling water. Patches of dancing whites conjure reflected light. Here, time is made to retard through an immersive 
action of colour and light, ebbing and flowing, again and again. Robert Holyhead’s paintings present a tenser 
dynamic. Jagged zones of white ground, produced by erasure, act as stopping-points to the flow of time embodied 
by gestural brushstrokes of translucent greys and carmines. Here, erasure counters time’s onward passage, splicing 
through the apparently seamless duration of paint’s material fluidity. The cellular time of organic processes – 
growth, evolution, dispersion and decay – characterise the works of Katie Pratt. The lime green splodge of Humhug 
anchors minute, almost viral growths. In other paintings, a labyrinthine network of roots or tendrils proliferate, 
displacing any sense of linear succession with simultaneous unfurlings. Here, chance – the works commence with 
thrown and splashed paint – functions as an original discontinuity, severing painting from its imbrication within the 
continuity of lived time. In contrast, it is inorganic regularity that seems to characterise Sharon Hall’s paintings. Held 
by geometrical armatures, intense colour bands divide surfaces into sections. Their pulsating planes evoke minute, 
barely perceptible rhythms that nuance the firm and measurable time invoked by the pictorial architectonic. Often 
made in a single day, David Rhodes’ paintings seem to submit the act of their genesis to the parameters of clock time 
and the measure it permits. However, the abstracted patternings of their surfaces – variations of repeated arcs and 
strokes – complicate such submission by introducing temporal variations that confound straightforward measure.
Binding together these rich variations in painting’s implication of time is the problem of the historical category of 
abstraction, to which all of these works evidently bear a relation. As such, any reflection on the singular implications 
of time by these singular paintings might be conjoined with a critical attention to the question of their debt to the 
histories and legacies of modernist abstractions, and the plural strategies by which they appear as historical objects 
in historical time. At this point, we are brought to the question of a mediation between these two levels of the 
particular and the general.
Indeed, the question of the time of painting is most often posed at one or other of these registers: either at the level 
of individual paintings, or at the level of the category of painting. On the one hand, we find descriptive attention – of 
the kind I have just presented - to the ways in which paintings embody, express, invoke, expose or represent time 
through tropes of pictorial composition, the act of painting, and its experiential impact. Here, writers might reflect on 
the strategies and procedures assumed by different painters – such as chance, seriality, erasure, repetition and gestural 
mark-making – as means of effecting different qualities of time, such as passage, hiatus, and immutability. On the 
other hand, we find an engagement with painting as a category, notably the generic category of the medium, bound 
by historical framings such as periodisation or stylistic movements, or ontological classifications such as ‘abstraction’. 
In this case, we might encounter reflections on how particular groupings of painting implicate time differently: for 
example, the sense of timelessness embodied by Orthodox Christian icons, the quality of the instant putatively 
epitomised by post-war modernist painting (its countering of duration with the instantaneity of presence), or the 
question of cyclicity or anachronism provoked by the various returns and replays staged by painting since the 1980s.
Both approaches to the question of painting’s time are in themselves inadequate. In the first instance, we remain at 
the positivist level of description; a somewhat arbitrary approach since they are as many differing relations to time as 
there are ways of painting. In the second instance, there is a retreat to the abstractions of categories that subsume 
the particular to the general. Is there not a medium between these two alternatives, a way of thinking time that 
reconciles the contingencies of its actual instantiations with broad conceptual categories? For surely this is what is 
most compelling about the question of painting’s time: the mediation of its particular implications of time with the 
reflection this invites on the nature of painting.
At first, the concept of playtime might not appear as a promising candidate for such mediation. For it seems to 
invoke the designated time of unbridled spontaneity, lack of constraint, perhaps even caprice; a time when order 
no longer rules. But on closer examination, the concept of play and its temporality offers more complex registers 
of intelligibility.
Some of these were memorably articulated by the great Dutch cultural historian Johannes Huizinga in his 1938 
Homo Ludens: A study of the Play-Element in Culture. Huizinga argued that play – in his view, the basis of all culture 
– is excess to prescribed function and need, and excess to any particular epoch. Marked above all by the quality of 
freedom, play lies outside the antithesis of moral qualities such as good and evil, truth and falsity. It has no direct 
opposite, and in this singular nature it operates as an interlude in the time of lived experience, bearing its own 
duration. Play conjures ‘temporary worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated to the performance of an act 
apart.’1 Within the continuity of lived time, play marks a fundamental discontinuity. ‘Play begins, and then at a certain 
moment it is ‘over’. It plays itself to an end.’ Here, the sense is of a circumscription of time within time’s passage. 
This circumscribed playtime marks change and movement: ‘Whilst [play] is in progress all is in movement, change, 
alteration, succession, association, separation.’2
But play is not just a moment that erupts into lived experience only to disappear again. It is more than simple 
distraction, caprice or frivolity. Rather, its ‘act apart’ bears meaningful effects that endure. Play creates order, and art 
is a means by which this order is attained and temporary effects are rendered permanent. Art is inherently playful 
(a link affirmed by the etymology of ‘Illusion’, which derives from illudere, meaning “in-play,”: from in- “at, upon” + 
ludere “to play”).
In this theorisation of play as a constructive and transformative principle of freedom, we are reminded of the 
famous, post-Kantian conception of play by Fredrich Schiller in his 1794 Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man. 
The play impulse is theorised as the uniting of the two human impulses of the sensuous and the formal – a 
unification that is inherently linked to the aesthetic. The passive and receptive element of pure matter or ‘life’, 
sensuousness is immediately present to the senses, desires change, and caught up in the flow of time. The productive 
element of human activity, the impulse to form desires permanence, belongs to thinking, and exists outside the flow 
of time. In uniting these impulses, play conjoins abstraction with impression, form with matter, thinking with feeling, 
the historical with the transhistorical. Play rescues matter from caprice, and form from constraint. It tempers both 
the frivolity of spontaneity, and the sterility of rules. Schiller understands the time of play as a conjunction of the 
succession of instances that constitute the register of the sensual with the timelessness of form. Play suppresses time 
in time, conciliating ‘transition or becoming with absolute being, change with identity’.3
The notion of playtime then, extracted from these two seminal theorists of play and taken beyond their original 
semantic contexts, offers a compelling frame for addressing the temporality of painting as a quality reducible neither 
to the singular ways in which painting embodies or implicates time, nor to abstract categories of time. It permits a 
way of addressing the apparent contradictions of painting’s relation to time: its synthesis of the transient with the 
immutable, of material action in time with form that survives time’s passing.
In their differing ways, the paintings in this exhibition all enact this dialectic. We might note, for instance, the 
combination of the transitional sensations or intensities of colour with the temperance of compositional rationale, 
the collision of the formal and the sensual as blocks (Noga), waves (Metcalf ), bands (Hall), patches (Rhodes), 
splashes (Pratt) and blanks (Holyhead). Playtime offers itself as a new category for encapsulating the sense of time 
constructed by the meeting of timeless monochromes and interrupted coloured-matter (Noga), the measurable 
regularity of sweeping gestures and the speeds and slownesses of their material effects (Metcalf ); the timeless zones 
of un-painted forms and the durational time of painterly brushstrokes (Holyhead); the eruption of discontinuous 
zones and the evolving growth of matter (Pratt); the formal armatures of geometrical architectonic and the 
pulsations of coloured planes (Hall); the regulation of clock time with the anachronic marks of the brush (Rhodes).
On a register beyond the historical category of ‘abstraction’, and the bounds of genre, painting emerges here neither 
as indebted and contingent upon material processes in time, nor aligned with a pure formalism that ostensibly stands 
apart from time’s passage, nor subsumed to the determinations of historical time. In its play, painting combats the 
passing of time whilst making time sensible.
Essay by Kamini Vellodi, 2019
Vellodi is Lecturer in Contemporary Art Theory and Practice at the University of Edinburgh. She is the author of 
Tintoretto’s Difference. Deleuze, Diagrammatics and Art History (Bloomsbury, 2018), and series editor of Refractions. At 
the Borders of Art History and Philosophy, Edinburgh University Press.
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Accentata (Blu), 2019. Oil on canvas. 40.5 x 50.8 cmTwo Trios plus One, 2019. Oil on linen. 39.8 x 49.4 cm
Untitled (Forms), 2017. Oil on canvas. 66 x 38.1cm
ROBERT HOLYHEAD
Photographic credit: FXP Untitled (Slant), 2015. Oil on canvas. 60.9 x 33cm
Oplontis Room 66/2, 2018. Acrylic on canvas. 68.6 x 45.8 cm Oplontic Room 66/4, 2018. Acrylic on canvas. 68.6 x 45.8 cm
GINA MEDCALF
Soft Orange Floating Blue, 2017. Collage –acrylic, aluminum, wood, plastic.  34 x 49 cm Deep Blue Filtered Silver, 2017. Collage –acrylic, perspex on wood. 13 x 25 cm
LAURENCE NOGA
Humhug, 2018. Oil & gesso on canvas. 41 x 30cm Waradel, 2018. Oil on canvas. 120 x 90cm
KATIE PRATT
Untitled May 12, 2019. Acrylic on canvas. 38.1 x 35.56 cm Untitled May 13, 2019. Acrylic on canvas. 38.1 x 35.56 cm
DAVID RHODES
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